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Abe tract .,

This paper `describes conceptualization and research on student motivation

learn iwhich s treated as the ideal motivational state for students in

classroom, settings and d fkne'd as the tenden students to engage in acapu

detic activities. with the intentiontz, of trying to get the intended academic

benefits (knowledge and. skills). Student motivation to learn is differentia t-
.

ed from related concepts that do not appear to apply as well to the primarily

cognitive (rather than physical skill) learning that occurs in the work set-

ting of tie classroom (rather than in recreational or, other free choice set-

tings). Research is reviewed showing that neither teachers nor students say

much about the content or skills being learned or give other evidence to sug-

gest that student motivation to learn is a major factor influencing behavior
It

in typical classrooms.' The paper concludes' with description of programmatic.

research designed to change this situation, and offers guidelines about how

teachers can use modeling, communication of expectations, and other socializa-

tion mechanisms to stimulate their students to develop and activate motivation

to learn during everyday academic activities.

"v
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TEACHER SOCIALIZATION AS A MECHANISM'
FOR DEVELOPING STIPANT MOTIVATION TO LEON' .

"Jere' Brophy andLNeelam Rher2'

Student motivation has been an endUting and popular topic in the

psychology Of:education, and 'OA impressive body of-tbeoryand research has ac-

cumulated on.l.t. Much of this work has treated motivation as a predictor

variable within the context of a focus on individual differences. That is,

researche'ragathei measures of infertred mediating variables such as achieve7

ment motivation,_ self efficacy perceptions, or attributional tendencies and

Abe them to predict individual differences in achievement-related behaviors

such as tisk choice, persistence, goal .setting, or degree of mastery achieved.

Such research typically shows that variance in achievement-ielated behaviors

is partly predictable from variance in pre-existing motivational patterns.

But where did these pre-existing motivational patterns come from? HOw

can desirable motivational patterns be developed? Can teachers socialize stu-

.dents in ways that will enhance the motivational patterns the students bring

into the classroom? These questions, which imply consideration of student

motivation as a dependent variable, are of central concern in this paper. We

will review theory and research bearing on the question of hew a particular

kind of motivation--called student motivation Jo learn- -can be developed by

teachers through modeling, communication of expedtations, and other socializa-

tion mechanisms.

or

1This paper is in press as a chapter in Robert Feldman (Ed.),,Social
psychology applied to education, to be published by the Cambridge University
Press.

v.

2Jere Brophy is coordinator cf the.Classroom Strategy Project, co- \,

director of the IRT'and a professor of teacher education at MSU. Neelam Kh r\

is a faculty member at the Xavier Labour Relations Institute in,Jamshedpur
Bihar, India. She was project manager' for the Classroom Strategy Project.
The authors wish to thank Tom Good and Mary ROhrkemper for their comments on ,
earlier drafts, and -June Smith for her assistance in manuscript preparation.
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Definition of Motivation to Learn

. Our focus on student motivation to learn, rather than on motivation

considered more generally,'implies a restriction of purview in at least, two

'senses. First, we will concentrate on learning within, the typical classroom

4
setting, with all that this implies. In particular, we assume that moat.stu-

ea

dent time will be spent on tasks imposed by the teacher rather than chosen by

the sfudents, and will be in a public setting where their performance will

often be witnessed by peers, as well as monitored and graded by the teacher.

Second, our focus is on student motivation to learn the knowledge and skills

included in the formal curriculum. Specifically, we adopt the definition of

student motivation to learn offered by Brophy (1983):

We may cOnceptualize "student motivation to learn" as both a general
trait and a situation-specific stabs.. As a general trait, motivation
to learn refers to, an enduring disposition to value learning for its
own sake--to enjoy the process and take pride in.the outcomes of ex-
periences involving knowledge acquisition or skill development. In

specific situations, a state of motivation to, learn exists when stu-.
dents engage themselves purposefully in classroom tasks by trying to
master the concepts or skills, involved. Students who are motivated
to learn will not necessarily find classroom tasks intensely plea-
surable or exciting, but they will take them seriously, find them
meaningful and 'worthwhile, and try to get the intended benefit from
them. (p.200)

Implied in this definition is a distinction between learning and perfor-

mance: learning refers to the information processing, sense-making, and com-

prehension or mastery advances that occur during the acquisition of knowledge

0

or skills; performance refers to the demons h knowledge or skill

after it .has been acquired. Many appro ches to the study f' relationships

between motivation and behavior have ignored this distinctio or,bave been

content to deal only with performance. Stich approaches are nappropriate for

studying student motivation to learn because of the heavily cognitive nature

4

of classroom learning. With a few exceptionessuch as penmanship or zoology

dissection skills, echool learning As primaiily covert end conceptual rather



than overt and behavioral. It is true'thatoVert behaviors (verbal responses

to questions, written responses to assignments) must be elicited in order to

provide students with practice and application opportunities and to supply

diagnosis and evaluation data to teachers, but such behaviors mostly involve

performance (repr6duction'or application) based on. learning that hhs already

occurred. Obviously, both. learning and performance are important, but our

focus here is on learning and, in particular, on how student motivation to

learn affects student cognition and information processing during actirvities

designed to promote knowledge and skill acquisition.

Our approach fits within general social learning theory and, in particu-

lar, within expectancy x value theory which posits that people's effort expen-
tP

diture on a phrticdlar task will be a product of (1) the value that they plhce

on doing the task or reaping the benefits that it offers and (2) the degree to

which they expect to be able to succeed if they apply themselves. This is the

same' general orientation shared by such approaches to motivation as those

based on the concepts of achievement motivation, efficacy perceptions, and

causal attributions. However, these formulations are'concerned.with the ex-

pectancy side of the expectancy x value eqvtion. Our approach complements

(rather than opposes) these approaEhes by concentrating on the value side. of

that equation (see Parsons & Goff, 1980 on this point). Thus we are pot so

much concerned with students' desire to achieve in the sense of competing with

standards of excellence as we are, concerned with students' desire to learn

content and master skills. Similarly, weare not so'muCh concerned with per-
,

ceptions of efficacy (focused on the self) as with perceptions o'f%omprehenr'

sion (focused on the content), and not so much concerned with student's' attri-

butiOns about the causes of succsas or failure as with theii attributions con- .

cerning their reasons for pardeipating in aeademic activities.
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Our approach also has much in common with those of Lepper. (1981) and

others who have written about intrinsic motivation. These approaches apply-.

primarily to free choice or play settings, however, and concentrate on factors

that make tasks attractive or unattractive to people. Their findings suggest

that students' intrinsic motivation to engage in school tasks can be enhanced'

by developing more interesting and enjoyable.tasks or by allowing staents *.t

more free choice concerning wha,t to 4o and hoW to do it. In addition, Lepper

and Gilovich (1982) have shown that even imposed tasks can be presented in

ways that generate interest and minimize concern about external evaluation and

aWaieness of the fact that the tasks are not freely chosen.

We endorse these notions, but with two qualifications. First, teachers'

opportunities for allowing-genuine choices by students are limited. If they

are to teach the formal curriculuW,teachers will have to require attention to

lessons and hold students accountable for completing assignments and mastering-
,

the content. Thus a major challenge for educators is to find ways to stimu-

late intrinsic motivation in students who must participate in compulsory

activities in school, which is a work setting.. Second, approaches to motiva-

tion that focus on intrinsic interest in tasks are Concerned primarily with

the affective aspects of motivation--how much students enjoy tasks. Although

we agree that student enjoyment of tasks (within what is reasonable to expect),.

should be one of the teacher's goals, our approach focuses more on the cogni-

tive aspects of motivation--students' perceptions of why they are engaged in

the task and what they are supposed to get out, of it.
4e.

Among recent contributions to the psychology of motivation in the class-

room, our approach is, closest to (and has been most directly informed by) the.

'work of Berlyne(1967) on curiosity icf. Keller, 1983, on classroom appli-

i cations), Maehr (1976) 'on ,continuing motivation Condry and Chambers (1978) on
40
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qualitative aspects of task engagement as they relate to intrinsic

motivation, Kruglanski (1978) on endogenous versus exogenous attribution of
4, ;

task engigement as it relates to performance, and Corno and Mandinach (1983)

on qualitative aspects of student;' cognitive engagement' in classroom activity

ties. Our key concepts are illustrated in Table 1.

As shown' in the 4able, students' attitudes toward classroom tasks can be

construed as lying on a continuum from negative through neotral to positive.

"They also can be classified as concerned with factors endogenous to the task

(the processes involved in engaging in the task and the learning that it en-

genders) versus exogenous to the task (focused on the self rather than the

task, or on anticipated consequences of task performance). Finally, students'

attitudes can be classified as concerned either with the value they place on

.the task or their expectations fok succeeding or being rewarded for perfor,

mance. Our focus is on developing ways for teachers to stimulate student mo-

tivation that is positive in the direction of attitude (as described in the

bottom sections of Table 1), especially motivation that can be described as

task endogenous (described in the two bottom sections in the left half of

Table 1).

Optimizing Student Motivation to Learn

The top sections of Tpble 1 describe negative, attitudes and other unde-

sirable aspects of student motivation. We take it as given that negative mo-

tivation orthis sort, along. with the factors that cause it, must be eliminat-

ed. One cannot reasonably expect to develop positive motivation in students
/5

who are burdened by negative attitufs, anxiety, or fear of failure. Thus we

assume that necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for the development of

positive task endogenous motivation to learn 0111 Include: (1) a patient,

10
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Direction
of.Attitude

Qualitative Aspects

Table 1

f'StudentsaMotivation Related to Specific Academic faska

Tail < Endogenous Motivation Task Exogenou.s Motivation

Performance OutcoMejoCus

Negative

Task ,Value Focus

Affects Anger or djead.
Student dislikes the
task, whicb,48 in 4ffect
a punishment.

Cog4tion: ,Tagk focus.,
is "invadedl by resent-
ment, awareness of.'being
coerced into unpleasant
or pointless ctivity.

i Wormance Outcome Focus

Affect: 'Anxiety, embar-
rassment, fear of fail-
'ure'.

Cognition: Task focus
i:s "invadtd" by percepT

Um of confusion, fail -'.

ure, heLplessnesi.. At-
tribution. of (,poor) per-.

.formance to insuffiaent
ability.

Neutral attitude toward
task; open minded (if
new) or indiffe'rent (if
familiar).

No particular expeCta--

tions; neither success
nor failure are salient
concerns.

Task Value Focus.

Affect: Alienation, re-
sistance. Student
doesn't want to acquire
this knowledge or skill.

Cognition: 'Perceptions
of conflict between what
this taak.represents arid'
one's aerf concppt, Epex-

A/..

role identification,.
etc. Anticipation of
undesirable consequences
to involvement in such
tasks,

Affect: Apathy,' resig-.

nation, resentment.

Cognition: ,Perception
that one cannot "win,"
that one has no realistic
chanci to earn desired
rewards, satisiaciory
,gradea, etc.-

Neutral. The knowledge
or skills de eloped by
the task elicit either
avoidance nor.excite-
ment.

No 'extrinsic. consequences

are expected; performance
WI' neither be rewarded
nor punished.

1.1

Affect: Enjoyment,
pleasure. Engagement in
,this task.is a reward in
i is own right.

CognitiOns Relaxed con-
centiration on the pro-.

scesses involved in doing
this task./ "Flow."
Metacognitive awareness
of what the task re-
quires and hoiVone is .

respondingto it. Todus
on the academic content
when learning, and on
the,quality of the pro-
duct when performine,-

Affect: Satisfaction
perhaps occasional ex-

citement) as skills or
insights develop. Pride
in craftsmanship, suc-
cessful performance.

Cognition: Perception
of progress toward
goals, achieved with
relative ease. Attribu-
tion Of (isuccessful)

performance to (suffi-
cient) Ability plus
(reasonable) effort.
.Focui on one's develop-
ing knowledge and
skills.

Affect: Energized,
eager to learn this
kliowledge or skill-(for,
its instrumental value).

Cognition: ecognition
that tbe..tfiskJs a sub-

,goal related to attain-
ment of important future
goals (often as a "tick-
et" to social advance-'
ment). Focus on the
"relevant" aspects of
the learning.

Affect: 'Excitement, hap-
py anticipation of re.-
ward.

.Cognition: Recognition
Aat one -can attain de-
sired rewards with rela-
tive ease. Focus on
meeting stated perfor-
mance criteria.

1.2
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n

encouraging teacher who supports students' learning efforts and does not

engender anxiety through hypercritical or punitive treatments (2) an appro-

priate match between student, ability and task difficulty so that students can

expect to sugceed if, they put/forth reasonable efforto.tlips maximizing success

experiences, and efficady percepiions, and minimizing tendenclks toward learned
0.

`helples'sness and attribution of failure' to lack of ability; '(3) sUffiaieut

task quality add appropriateness (the tasks make 'sense as effective means for

accomplishing worthwhile acadeigIc objectilies); (4) sufficient task variety and

interest value.to midimize boredom due to sheer saeta.tion; and (5) a general- .

ized teacher' tendency to present academic tasks as
A
learnimg.olliportunities

offered by a helppl instructor rather than as ordeals to be endured or

.hurdles iole-cleared merely'in'order to please a demanding authority figure.

These conditions should be sufficient to set the stage for development of

positive tasks endogenous motivation in most students, although there will be

individual differences in attitudes toward different subject matter and types

of task, and although a few alienated or deeply discouraged students will need.

intenstve and individualized remedial treatment. Even if totatly successful,

.

however,'elimination of nelative motivation will merely create ,.a state of neu'w
.

trallty. (see the middle sections of Table 1). Given the realities of class-
,

room life, a neutral stance toward classroom tasks is in effect a slightly
A

negative motivational posture. That is, if students simply do not case aboutA
. '

the processes or outcomes involved inacademic taska., there is no-posiTWO,Omol

tivation to counteract the probable negative motivation associateewiih the

facts that school tasks involve effort (they are work, not play),"are done un-

dei accountability pressurp and will be graded. If teachers ,want more than
.1

minimal .level And qualitrof task engageMent, they will have to take .actions

designed to motivate their atudents,..

5 13
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.Teachers are often advsed to use task exogenous motivational strategies

(lower right-hand pact/one of Table'l),for thia purpose. Task exogenous

strateiiesheVfocus on task value involve attempts develop enthusiasm for

the task by making it meaningful or important to the students or by showing

them that they will need the knowledgeor skills th e,task developkin
r. -

8

.dey .0 succeed in life,. Task exogenous apprOache ha focus'on' performance

soutconita involve offering rewards for- success. These task exogenous approactm.-

es can be effective in improving student task performahce, although.-theywill'

not deVelop task endogenous motivation to learn except perhaps. indirectly, if

they induce. self efficacy perceptions and these pkwceptions lead to increased

interest in similar tasks. FU'ithermore, if used inappropriately, task exoge-

nous approaches can undermine intrinsic motivation and produce a suboptimal

(1

quality of performance in which students re more concerned about maximizing

,rewards while expending minimal effort than about mastering the knowledge or

skills being taught (Condry & Chambers, 19783. Fortunately research has

shown that ,these undesirable effects of rewards can be minimized by tying lr

',. ward delivery to quality rather than mere quantity of performance, and by see-

ing that the task itself, and' not just the expected reward, isNialient to the

students. Guidelines for doing this are given in Table 2. These guidelines

are phrased with 'respect to delivery' of verbal pratise, but the same principles

would also' apply to delivery of other types of reward.

,.
.

'' We believe that student;.motivation to learn is optimized when it has the
, .

.

.

.

'
..

Na......,qualities associated with positive teak endogenous tOtivation (the lower* 6
sections in the left-hand side of 'Table 1). That is, students value (enjoy,

or at least find meaningful and woithwhil)) the processes involved in learning

.content, value mastery of the content itself, and exhibit pride in craftsman-

ship while perfoilming practice or application tasks, During such performance,

14,.



Table 2

Guidelines for Effective.

'EFFECTIVE PRAISE

1. is delivered contingently;

2. specifies, the particulars- of the accomplishment.

3. shows spontaneity, variety, and other sigAs of credi-
bility; it suggests clear attention to the student's
accomplishment.

4. rewards, attainTent of specified *performance criteria
(which can include effort criteria, however).

5. provides information to students shout.. their compe-
tence or the value of their accomplishments.

6. orients students toward better appreciatioet of. their
own task-related behavior and thinking abash, problem
solving.

7. uses students' own pfior accomplishments as"th scontext
for describing present accomplishments.

8. is given in recognition of noteworthy effort or eUccess
at difficult (for this student) tasks. ,

9. attributes success to effort and ability, implying ,at

similar successes can be expected in the future.

10. fosters endogenous attributions. Students believe thSt
they expend effort an the, task because they enjoy the
task and/or want% to develop taskrrelevadt skills.

11. foCuses students' attention on'their own task televant
.

behavior.

12. fosters appreciation of, and desirable attributions
about, task-relevant behavior after the process is
completed.

raise

INEFFECTI4 PRAISE
\

1.. is is deli4vred randomly or unsystematically.

2. is restricted to global positive reactions.

3. shows a blasid uniformity that suggests a &onditioned
response mado,with minimal attention to the student's
.scoomplishment..

4. rewards mere participation, without consideration of
. Performance procebses or outcomes.,. ,

5. provides no informati6n at all or gives students
information about .their status.

6. orients students toward ,comparing themselves with others
and thinking about competing.

7. uses the accomplishments of peers as the context for
describing students' present aecomplishnients.

8. is given without 'regard to the effort expended or the
meaning of the accomplishment.

9. attributes success to ability alone or to external
factors such as luck or ease of task.

10. fosters exogenous attributions. Students 'believe that
they expend effort on the task for externSl.reasons--to
please the teacher,. win a' competition or rewSrdp or the
like.

11. focuses students' attention on he ,teacher` 'as an external
authority figure who is manipulating them.

12. intrudes into the ongoing process, distracting attentiondft
from task-relevant behavior.

Notes From Teacher Praises A Functional Analysis by J. Br phy 1981 Review of Educations Research, 51, pp. 5-32.
Copyright 1981 by the American Educational Research Association, ''Washington, D.C. RepAnied with permission.

15 16
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their focus is on the processes involved in working with,.the content or

performing the skill and not on themselves, their abilities, how9 their pro-

gress will be perceived by others,, or issues of success versus failure or re-
;

ward versus puniehment although such concerns may surface before or after

performance. In short, they will be absorbed in the twat to the extent of ex-
,

periencing a, state of 'flow" as described by Csikszentmthalyi (1975). During

"flow" experiences, people experience direct, immediate rewards from engaging
fk.

in the processes involved in activities: Sense of control, clear perception

10

of feedback, merging of thought and awareness, loss of self consciousness, and

a feeling of enjoyment. These experiences usually occur during self-chosen ;,

recreational activitiee,
0

but Graef,Csikezentmihalyi, and Giannino (1981) have

shown that many people experience them at work or in other settings in which

they are engaged in compulsory activities. Furthermore, they report-that the

explanation for flow" experiences lies less in the'attributes of tasks than

in the tendencies of individuals to generate such experiences for theMselves

in lihrious tasks and situations. In other words, the tendency to experience
GI

"flow" 'appears to act ad a trait variable, developed to different degrees in

different individuals through experience (and presumably, socialization):
ti

Diener and Dweck's (1978) studies of."mastery oriented" and "helpless"

students provide another glimpse of this optimal level of task endogenous mo-
o

tivation to learn. Helpless students up.eaOlywhen they encountered

frustration, attributing their problems to lack of ability. Their task per-

sistence was impaired by distracting thoughts 44 hopelessness, despair, end:.

negative 441f-evaluation, as *ell as negative affect (anxiety, ankicipation of
f

failure). In contrast, mastery oriented students concentrated /on the problem

gather than-on therAklves or the ,quality of their.performanceo When they en-

countered difficulties they intensified their efforts and sought to. diagnose



the source of their confusion, but they did not .become upset br conclude that

the task Was too hard. When things were progressing smoothly, they concen.

,trated-On just doing the task. They neither told themselves. that they were

stupid or that the task was too hard when they had problems nor told them-

selves that they were bright or that.the task was easy when they learned With-

out difficulty. This suggests that although attribution retraining programs

,

may be needed as remedial treatment for helpless studentsuch tralning will
a.

not by itself engender task endogenous' student motivation to learn. Presum-

ably, development of the latter will require modeling and specific instruction

in task endogenous attitudes and, related cognitive skills (learning sets, in-

formatibn processing and problem. solving skills, self monitoling of comprehen.

sion and other metacognitive awareness' skills). That is, one must have not
.4

only the intention to learn, but the skills for doing so-effectively. Thus

o'"°-
the task endogenous aspects of student motivation to learn lie at the juncturd

of motivation and learning/instruction,

Little Evidence of. Motivation to Learn in Most Classrooms

If task endogenous student motivftion to learn is optimal, what is the

Incidence of such motivation in typical classrooms? This question has not

been investigated systematically, but what data do exist at4e not eqcolraging.

Anderson and her colleagues (Anderson, 1981; Anderson, Brubaker, Alleman.

Brooks, & Puffy, 1984) observed first.grade students working on.seatwork

ep
assignments and then interviewed them about what they had done, why they did

it, and how they did it. 'Their data indicated that many students '(especially

low achievers) did not understand how to do their assignments. Rather than

ask the teacher or get help in other.wayst,however, they were content to

respond randomly or to rely on response sets that had nothing lto do with the

content supposedly being learned (alternating or geometrical patterns for

18



1.2

circling multiple choice' answers; picking one from a list of new words to fill

the blank in a sentence without reading the sentence itself). Low achievers
41)

tended to be more concerned about completing assignments thap about under-

standing the content. As' one student said to himself as he finished a work

sheet, "1-don't know what%it means, but I did it." (Anderson et al., 1984, p.,

20).

High achieVers completed most assignments successfully and showed less

concern aboult getting finished on time, but even they gave little, evidence of

understanding.the content-related purposes of the assignments, No student

consistently explained assignments in terms of their specific content. Most

responses were vague generalities (e.g., "It's jkist our work," or "We learn to

read. ").". In general, seatwork assignments were virtually meaningless rituals

for many of the'low achievers ,in these first-grade classes, and even the high

achievers, seemed only dimly aware of. the purposes of assignments or the skills

they were practicing.as they carried them out.

Analysis of the teachers' presentations of assignments to the studehts

suggested that a major reason for the students', low quality of engagement in

assignments was teacher failure to call attention to their purposes and mean-

ings. Most presentations included procedural directions or special hints

(e.g., pay attention to the underlined words), but only five percent explicit-
.

ly described the purpose of the assignment in terms of the content being

taught, and only 1.5 percent included explicit descriptions of the cognitive

strategies to be used when doing the assignment.

Rohrkemper and Bershon (1984) interviewed elementary-school students

About what Was'on their minds when they worked on assignments. They Lound'

that of 49 students who gave codable responses, 2, were concerned only,about

gettingwfinished, 45 were concerned about getting correct answers, and only 2
.

f,



mentioned trying. to understand what was being taught.,'Corno and Mandinach

(1983) and Blumenfeld, Hamilton, Wessels, and Meece (1983) have also expressed

concern about the low quality, of students' engagement in classroom, tasks.

Doyle (1983) suggests that most students are preoccupied with maximizing their

ability to predict and, if possible control, the relationship between their

academic performance and the, grades they will, receive. In particular, he sug-

gests, students will seek to avoid tasks that involve ambiguity (about pre-

13

cisely what will be needed to earn high grades) or risk (high difficulty level

or strict grading standards>, and thus will avoid asking questions or seeking

to probe deeper into the content because they want to stick with safe, famil-

iar routines.

In summary, available data concerning students' thinking about classroom

tasks reveal little evidence of motivation to learn. Also, it appears that

neither teachers nor students typically reveal much awareness of the purpose

of activities, and that concern about grades may suppress whatever motivation

students may have to learn about the subject matter.

\

DevelTping Student Motivation to tarn"

'these conclusions from classroom research are supported by research on

intrinsic motivation that also indicates that such motivation, is diminished

when task peifermance is monitored by authority figures, evaluated., or results

in reward or punishment 0..epper, 1981). Thus the prospects for:Istimulating

motivation to learn in the work setting of the classroom appear .dim. However,

even if the grading system and the teacher's role as an authority figuredo

counteract,efforts to-develop student motivation to learn, such effects

should be a matter of degree. Motivation to learn might notbe in evidence

/in the classes of authoritarian teachers who make tests salient and .

threatening, but considerable evidence of such motivation might appear in the

20
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classes of supportive teacherswho attempt to develop it and who follow the

guidelinessummmarized in Table 2.

Also, it appears thatmost teachers could do a,, great deal more than they

11do now to develop student otivation to 141arn. The findings of Anderson et

al. (1984) on teachers' failure to call attention to the purposes of
&it

activities certainly suggest this. So do similar findings by Roehler, Duffy,

and Meloth (in press), who studied reading instruction at the fifth -grade levL-

el. Here again, teacrs typically failed to call attention. to the purposes

of assignments, and students failed, to mention learning of specific content

.1.7.4'.0* .

when asked what they wereAWoini and why. Following up on these findings,

Roehler et al: trained teachers to provide more detailed explanations of.con-

tent and, in.particulary to make 'sure that .they called their student's atten-

tion to the purposes of acsdemic activities. Data from this follow-upstudy

revealed that the students of the trained teachers showed significant increas-

es in awareness of the purposes of activities, and more generally, in metacog-

nitive awareness of their own information.prIcessing and learning progress

when working: on assignm,spts.'

' Such data provide cause for optimism. Perhaps we did not see much moti-

vation to learn in classrooms because teachers typically fail to do much to

develop such motivation. We have been conducting a series of studies designed

to explore thia possibility.

Teachers' Task Introductions and Students' Task En a ement

We began with a motivational application of recent theorizing about the

self-fulfilling prophecy effects. of teachers' expectations. Although the

teacher expectation literature has concentrated on student achieVement as the

outcale of interest, it is thedtetically possible for teachers' exp6ctations

to havk self fulfilling prophecy effects on a great
.

Akhge-of outcome's'. As
-117

, .
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Good and 'Brophy (1984) have pointed out, the success of teachers' classroom'

manageMent efforts is probably determined in.part..by expectations communicated

about student conduct; classrooM atmosphere probably depends in part on expec-
.

tattoos communicated about student cooperation and 'interpersonal relation-

,ships;, and student responsiveness to academic activities probably depends in

part on expectations communicated about the meaningfulness, interest poten-

,-

tial, or practical value of those activities. Following up on the latter hy-

OthesiS, our first study (Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashid, & Goldberger, 1983) was

0
designed to test for predictable relationships between the comments that

CA

teachers made about classroom tasks while introducing them to their students

and the subsequent motivation displayed by the students 'as 'they worked on the

tasks (as, inferred from task engagement ratings made by classroom.observers).

Data were collected in six intermediate grades, (4 -6) classrooms observed 8-15

times during reading and mathematics periods. The c'asses were all taught by

experienced teachers working in a school serving a racially mixed, working-

class population in a small midwestern city.

Each reading or mathematics period involved one or 'more (usually two to:

four) different tasks. Observers noted verbatim records of'what the teachers

said about each task when introducing it and then ,rated apparent student task

engagement five minutes after the task-began and again 10 minutes later (if
4

the task was still going on). These were purely naturalistic data: Teachers

knew that we were. interested in student motivation but did not know what data

were being recorded, and their only instructions were to teach as they normal-

ly would.' #

the relative frequencies of, various task presentation statements made by

the teachers are shown in Table 3, classified according to the concepts illus-

trated in Table 1. The data'in Table 3 indicate that teachers' task tntroduc,

tions were spread across many different categories rather, than concentrated in

22



Table 3

Classifications of 117 Task Presentation Statements
.Madb by Six Elementary School Teachers

16

Statements

Value-Focused

Apology (teacher apologizes to the students for foisting this task on them). 1 , <1

Cues negative expect ion (teacher indicates directly that the students
are not expected to like the task or cid well on it).

. 25 8

CUes positive expectation (teacher states directly that the students ..

are expected to enjoy the task or do well on it). 52 16

Self-actualization value .(teacher suggests that students can develop
knowledge or skill that'will bring pleasure or personal satisfaction 0

Teacher enthusiasm teacher directly expresses his or her own liking
for this type of task).

4.
8 3

Performance- Expectation

Positive challenge/goal setting (teacher sets some goal or challenges
the class to try to attain a certain sgandard 'of excellence). 1.8 6

Value-Focused

Embarrassment (teacher tries to show the importance of the task to the
students, but does this in a negative .way, indicating that they are
likely 'to he embarrassed at some time in the future if they do not'
learn the skills involved).

Survival value (teacher points out that students will need to learn !IP
these Skills to get along in life ov to function in society).

Personal relevance- -other (teacher makes some other kind of statement
that trieso tie the task to the personal lives or interests of
the student T). 4

Teacher personalizes (teacher expremes personal beliefs or attitudes
directly or tells the students abut personal experiences' that

0 illustrate the importance of this task).
a

0

Performance-Expectation

M
Threats/punishment (teacher threatens negative consequenceis for poop

performance).

Accountability (teacher reminds students that the work will be carefully
checked or that they:will be tested on the material soon).

Recognition (teacher promises thatstudents who do well'on the task will
be recognized with symbolic rewards like, for example, hanging up.of
good papers in the clasetbom).

Extrinsic reward (teacher promises.*Sward for good performance).

1

13 4

10

3

18

7



Table 3 (continued)' d7

Classifications of 317 Task presentatibn Statements
Made by Six Elementary School Teachers

Statements

.

Other (Unclassified) Statements

Time reminder (teacher reminds students that they only,hav limited
time to get the assignment done so they had better concentrate).

ues effort (teacher urges students to work hard).
Vo

Continuity (teacher notes relationship between this task and previous
work students have done, especially recently).

None (teacher launcheS.directly.into the task with no introduction).

Note: Based on data presented IA Brophy (1982).

ro

24'

rJ

otals

A

N

19

31 10

29 9

68' 21

317 100
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just one or two. The moat frequently coded category was "none" (the bottom

row 'in Table 3), indicating that the teacher launched ckirectly into the task

$tithout taking ',time tp make general comments aboilt it or to try to develop

student motivation to engage in it. When the teachers did make such general'

task descriptions*or motivational' attempts, their comments were coded into one

or more of the other 17 categories (multiple coding accurred when teachers'.

task. introductions included Concepts that fit two or more cat ories). The

motivationally relevant task introductions observed most quently were cuing

positiVe expectations (stating, that the stelentsgrobably would enjoy the task

or do well on it)., cuing effort (urging the students to work hard), noting
. the

continuity between this -task and previous tasks, and cuing negative expecte-

tiolts. (stating that the 'students would probably not enjoy the task or not do

well on it). The only category never used even once' was the category for task

endogenous, value-focused motivation: -None of the six teachers ever mentioned

that a task might,have self-actualization value or present opportunities for

students to experience pleasure or personal satisfaction through development

of knowledge or skills.

Brophy et al. (1983) further analyzed, data from the 165 tasks that had

been coded both for teachers' introductory statements and students' task en-

, gagement. These data indicated that teachers' made no introductory statement

at all for 49 (30%) of the 165 tasks. Their presentation statements for the

'remaining 116 tasks yielded 206 codes, or almost two per task. So, although

teachers jumped directly into tasks without giving a. introduction or
4

or
motivational attempt 30% of the time, the introdudtions .that they gave. the

° other 70% of the time were lengthy and substantial enough to include, on the

average, mention of, two separate considerations likely to affect student mots-
.

va tion.
6



There was considerable indiVidual Nitta()

One launched directly into tasks without g

of the time, while two others Aid-this 46 and

ady,osS the six teachers*

ving any introduction only 5%

0% of the time respectively.:

One teacher was responsible fox most of the "time reminder" and "positive .

challenge /goal setting" codes, and several oth ?r codes were used. primarily_

1

with just two or three teachers. 'Task' introdu tions were primarily positive

(offering reward or recoggition opportunitiesr expressing enthusiasm, or try-

ing to develop positive expeOtitione) for twoteachers, neutral (time remind-

continuiiyr or cuing effort) for three other and negative (acconntabil,i-

-
ty reminders, cuing negative expectation) 'for on teacher.

Within each of the six data ,sets (one fOr ach teacher), scores based on

the teacher's introductions to tasks (presence/ bsence scores for the categ6.:

ries shown in Table 3) were correlated with. QCO es representing the level of

student engagement in those tasks (recordediby the classroom observex). As

expected, student engagement was relatively% poor on 'tasks that had been intro-
-:L

duCed in Ways classified as ..likely to have.neg tive effects'on student mOtiva-
.

tion (e.g., threatening punishment for poor performance, cuing negatiVe expec-
.

tations about the task). However, there was parallel tendency fqr student

engagement to be relatively high following tack introductions expected to have

positive effects on motivation (e.g., offer' vieward or recognition opportu-

: %I*

nities, cuing-positive expectations about t task). instead, student engage!.

Molt tended to be highest on tasks that the teacher launched Intodirectly

withOut making- introductory statements eod ble in any of our categories.

Thust'although hegatiie task introductions.were associated with low task

engagement, polo/lily° 'task Antroductione'Were not associated task

engageMent.r.-.

a

/'
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leperal, there was pupport fat- the notion that teachers' task

Introductions might have.positive'effects on Student engagement. The correla-.

tOrWfor theO'None" category (launching directly into thetask) showed popi-

relationships withangagement in,three classes,. no significant relation-

4

# -

r two classes,. and a negative relationship in. one class. It was true

,.t.cw...0010. class that teak engagement was higher when the teacher said. some-

.

-'thi,ng-intendell.-to'mOtivate the students than when the teacher said nothing at
r'

'Hall,.:FurthemOreonly 14. of a possible 52 relationships reached statistical

significance' for:the other 17 'tAsk'introduction categories, and 12 Ofathese 14
.

.

were negative relationships.. In oWer words, most relationships indicated
or

lower stutigntengagement when*terphers madg,some codable introductory state -

ment than when they did .nOto . 4*

.Many of these:negative relationships were expected, because they occurred.

for 'task introduction categories we had .classified as likely to have negative

effects on, student motivation (threatening punishment, reminding the students.::-

. of accoontability pressures, and cuing negaqve expectations about ..the task).

Also, the "personal reference,...other"category, which we had classified as

likely to have positive efterqs pattudent motivation, did show one positiVe

t \correlation with student engageigettt,ond-vci-.negative correlations>. However,.

negative correlations were sometimes observed, and positive correlations were

%
never observed, for losk introductions ,we had classified as likely to have

positive effectsoon student motivation (survival value, teacher enthusiasm),

forone of the categories that we had classified as neutral (chal-,

lenge/goal setting).

in thinking, about follow ups to these findings, we have .concentrated on

two' aspects.. Pirstljt. is-possible that some of our classifications of ,task

introductions, as' positive, neutral, and neta,kre with respect to their probe..

tole effects on student motivation were incoriect.. For example, ,Ave classified
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teachers' communication of .their own enthusiasm about tasks as likely to

.have'poSitive effects, on the assumption that students will generally take

21

.their teachers' 'statements at face value, However, it may be that such commu-

Ace tions of teacher enthuaiasm should be classified as neutral (if students

tend not to identify with their teachers and thtis are 'not likely to infer that
ti

they will enjoy tasks merely because the teacher does) or even as negative (if

students are alienated from their teachers or predisposed to believe. that

teachers' preferences are contradictory to, rther than merely different from,

ey own preferences). Time reminders provide another example. We. classi-

fied such reminder, as neutral, reasoning, that they carry 'no information about

the nature of the teak itself or abo4lt, possible consequences of task perfor-
.

mance. However, it is possible that students regard such time reminders

either .positively (because they perceive Chem, as well-intended attempts to

provide helpful infortflatiop) or vgatiyely (because they are perceived as

nagging or criticism, or merely because they remind the students that the task

is imposed externally and their performance will be evaluated) e Such ambigu-

-ities, combined with the .surprising qorrelational findiings for some of the

ca tegories, pointed to the need for information from students themselves on

their. reactions to teachers task introductions.

A second focus forcfoilow up was the laCk of much support for our expec-,

Cation that positive task introductions would maximize student engagements.

Among several possible explanations for this (to be distussed in a later sec-,
Lion), one that intrigued us and seemed to call. for ,immmediate follow up Was

suggested by the teachers. theiselvet sdurtng debriefing interviews. When asked
(

why task engagement might have
.

been higher when no introductory statements

were' made at all than when such statements were made, several teachers indi-

cated, that perhaps likfy tended to launch directly into tasks when things were
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going smoothly and to take4time to try to generate motivation only, or at

least primarily, when they .expected trouble- because the clasb was. becoming

-'1*ASOVO3 or because prior expertgences with the task had gone poorly.. If

teachers do in fact have such tendencies, and if students should become aware-4.

of them, the stlidenta would have reason to discoun't or .0.ren react negatively
.

to task introductions intended to stimulate motivation.. A dissertation stuey

y Kher (1984) was designed to discover whether in fact students are predis-r
1.1

posed to discoun' or react negatively to teachers 1, motivation attempts.

Students' Reported Responses to4Teachers' Task*Introiluction Statements

Kher (1984) interviewed 32 second graders, 32' foutth graders, And 32 /
. /

-) .''
e.
e

sixth graders, mostly from the same working-class school within which' the

Brophy et -al. (1983) data had .been collected (two years earlier. 'Half of the %,/

students interviewed at each 'grade level were male'and half were emale.

Within sex,,half were high achievers and .half were low achievers.** Btu-

dentfltewere interviewed individually about how they would resiibnt).. to various

ways in which their teachers might introduce a hypothetical viatwork assign-.

ment in mathematics, referred to as a "math assignment." This ,general refer-

ence to a math assignment was usedin di reference to showing a specific aesgh-

mentor, more probably, a different specific assignment for each grade level,

'because math seatwork assignments were familiar to all of the students and

because we 'wanted to focus student attention on statedeWthettaachers might

make when introducing assignments rather than on the assignments themseyes.

Pilot work indicated that students had difficulty responding to open-
\

ended questions about the.general topic of teacher task introductions (e,g.,

"What might your teacher say about a math assignment Oen presenting it to

'yo31?") or about particular task introductions considered individually,

(e.g., "What, goes through your mind when yoU hear the.teacher say 'I like

29
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these kinds of problems and I think you will enjoy them too' ? "). However, .the

students could respond adequately when .questioned'using a paired comparison

, format in wh4ch they were presenpid with two sample introduction statements

and asked to. choose which statement.they would prefer their teacher to make

whbwintroducing the hypotl.lertical Math assignment and then to explain why

they preferred that statement Obt4he othr. Consequently, the,interviews

began with a series of 17 of .these paired comparison questions, tieing pairs of

introduction statements selected from the set.jl shown in Table 4.
r.V-- - .

1
The statements shown in Table 4 ere selected for use in the Kher (1984)

study because they were typical-of t statements ,observed in the Brophy, et a1.

(1983) study, with two eceptio.ne. rivet, because our primary Interest was in

Students' responses to teachers' positive task intioductiOn statements, 8 of

the.12,statement6 used (the first 8 .shown in the table) were selected from

among those clasSified,as'positive in the previous study. Sec6nd, the etate-

ments were kept Abort and phrased in simple words, in order to maximize clari-

ty and minimize the memory demands made on the students.

The 8 positive items were Always paired with other positive items (using

a design that insured that each item was paired with each other item. an equal

number of times). The last 4 items in Table 4 had been classified as neutral

or negative in the previous study. Aese items were paired only with.one

another or (in the case of the neutral items) with selected positive, items.

This paired comparison format yielded data on the relative popularity of the

items, but it Should be kept in mind that. its primary purpose was to elicit

stbdents' free response descriptions of their thoughts and feelings following

teachers' task introduction statements.

Once the students had completed the paired comparison items and were ac..

customed-to talking, about their .thoughts and feelings in regard to teachers'

30
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.:-Tble 4

Teacher Statements Used in Faired Comparisons

1. Ies important that ygu ow these skills. .You'll need them for math nelct

P'T
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year.

2. I like these ,kinds of problems and I think you will enjoy them too.

Y. Page 37 should_ be no trouble at all but the ones on page ')3.9 are harder.
You'll have to think before you do them.

4. If you do a really good paper, I will put it up on the bulletin board.

OP
5. It's important that you know these skills. You'Aa need them when you;go.

grocery,shoppin or6to the bank.

6. If you do a really 4od paper, then later on I'll let you ptay eome games.

7. Some of these problems are really tricky. I like tricky problems because
they make me think hard, but then I really feel good when I get them
right. .

41. I never knew' how. important these skills were when I was your age but I
found out when I started writing checks and had to take care of my money.

9. 'Problems like these will be- on your next test,, so work carefully.

10.. You have only 20 minutes- to finish, so work quickly.

11. Tf you don't get at least 10 of them right, you'll have to do another
page.

12. Let's see how many of you can get them all right.

4.
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task prpsentation statements, they" were asked two open-ended questions. The

first was designed to elicit their beliefs about what it means when teachers

,launch directly into tasks without making introductory statements ("When would

your teacher say 'to the problems on pages. 37 and 39' and nothing Morel").
C.

The second question was designed to identify, the task introductions that would

be moat motivating to the students ("Wht kinds of things could your teacher

say'when giving assignments that would make you feel like working really hard,

fn math?")..

The 'students' responees to all questions were.tape'recorded, transcribed,

coded, and then analyzed for general trends as well as.for main effects or in-

terActions involving grade level, gender or achieveme t status.

t
t.)

The data revealed no significant tendency for studenta to discount or

negatively interpret their teachers' motivation attempts. Only one student (a

low achieving sixth-grade.boy), responded negatively to our hypothetical task

introductions. This boy stated: "You feel like the teacher' is just pressur-

ing you and pressuring you and telling you that page 37 is easy but 39 is

hard; so you feel like you want to just cry, that you have to do harder and

harder work." Later., he stated: "He's acting like he's just your owner and

can. boss you around anywhere." All' of the other students accepted' the teacher

statements At face value and treated them as well intended attempts to provide

useful .information or to help make schooling a positive experience., Even the .

one disgruntled student, although he was unhappy about having to work hard and

resented the teacher's position of authority over him, accepted 'the teacher's

comments at face value in that he never suggested that the teacher might be
kJ

lying or attempting to oon him. Nor did he or any of the other 95 students

.
ever suggest that teacher attempts to,motivateltudknts are clues that tasks

iwill be frustrating'orounpleasant. No one ever id'anything such as, "When
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she tells you you're .going to lope it, watch out?".or If It really was going

26

to be something you'd like, h uldn't be telling you all this.".

Similar findings.were seen in the students' responses' to questions about

whe teachers might fail to give task introductiotia.. These respOnses made 'it

clear that the students considered task introductions to be normal and help-

ful, or at least well intended. No student. ever suggested that teacher!, would

omit task introductions because certain tasks were so obviously 'enjoyable that

they needed:no hype. Instead, the reasons commonly offered for omission of

Ot

task introductions were that the assignment was a revidw task with which the

students were already familiar, the teacher was upset because the class was

noisy and inattentive, or the teacher was busy or in a hurry. In general,

then, the data provide no evidence that the studentesaw teachers as launching
/

directly into enjoyable task's but taking time to ry to generate Motivation

for boring or frustrating tasks. Instead,. we were encouraged to ,find, the

. .

students appeared to accept teachers' task introductions at face value and

perceive them as intended to be inforMative and helpful. SoMe students, how-

ever did say that teachers do not really know what students like or ttrat lust'

because a teacher likes something toes not mean that students will like it

too.

Other data f#om thisstudy are less encouraging. The students' prefer-

..

ehces among the eight positive statements that were systematically paired with

a

one another (Statements 1-8 in Table 4) suggest mixed signals with respect' to

-student receptivity to developing; Motivation to learn.' Statement 1 (It's im-

portant that you know these skills.. You'll need them for math next year.) was

the 'most pOpular, being selected over the alternative 68% of the time. This

sounds promising, because it suggeits'student interest in the skills them-
.o

selves rather than merely tm obtaining rewards for mastering the skills.

33
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Howevdt, the least pdliular alternative, selected On1101 38% of the time, was

Statement 8 (t never knew how important these skills were when I was your

age, but I found dut when I started writing checks and had to take care of my

. money.). FUrthermOre, Statement 5 (it's important that you know these skills.

You'll need them when you .go grocery shopping or to thebank0 was pe.ferred

only 41% of. the t me. Thus, student preference for Statement I cannot be

4attributed to stu ent motivation to learn the skills as such. :Instead; State,

ment 1 apparentlyiwas a popular choice because it provides students with

.

information thati/will help 'them to succeed in school. Student 4nterest in

r

school success s also implied by the next moat popular statement, preferred.

587.of- the tim. Statement 4 (If you do a really good paper, I will put it up

on the bullet n board.).

The re sons that the students offered when explaining their paired com-

parison'p ferences also seem promising at first. The most frequently men-

tioned re sons were that the skills to be learned would be useful in thelu-

ture, th t it was important to learn or do hard problems, and that the student

would f el proud about doing good work. -Motivation to learn the content and

pride in craftsmanship were mentioned more frequently than seeking to be re.-

warded for success or to avoid negative consequences. for failure, appreciating

tie advance warnings contained in remindets about tests or.deadlines, getting

er.recognition through good work, or hoping that mastery of the task would

ake math easier to do in the future. 'Unfortunately, however, the majority of

these statements about enjoying learning or taking pride in craftsmanship,ay.

peared.to have been induced by the Content of" our items. Mentfbn of enjoying

working on problems, for example, occurred only in explanations for choices

involving Statement 2 (I like these kinds of problems and I think you will en-

joy them too.). More generally, the students' explanations of their paired .



comparison chiAces appeared to be paraphrasings of ,the language used in our
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questions rather than credible statements of the students' own thinking ex-

pressed in- their own words. ,Thus it was not surprising that some4hat differ-

ent yesulte were observed in the students' responses,to our open-ended ques-

tions about _what teachers could' say or do to make them want to work hard on a

math assignment.

By far the. most popular .element in these free-response answers, mentioned

by about two-third 4-0,_the students, was the suggestion that the teacher could

motivate them to work hard by offering rewards. Other popular. responses were

threatening punishment for poor OvforMance or challenging the students to

,
meet stated goals (each mentioned by about one-third of the students); and

communicating the importance of the task, making a personal appeal to the stu-

dents to work hard, or giving them easy work (each mentioned by about 15% of

the students).* Here, the emphasis is on issues of reward versus punishment
.

or success versus failure, with much less emphasis on the importance of the

task and virtually no mention of motivatiOn to learn the content or to take

pride in craftsmanship.

There were few sex differences in these analyses, and those that did ap

ry

pear did not fall into general patterns. There also were few achievement-
.

level differences, but those that.did appear bare out expectations based on

previous research. Htgh achievers responded more positiVely than low achiev-

ers to challen4es and mention of tricky problems, and low .achievers responded

more positively to opportunities to'gain'recognition by peers, teachers, or

parents. In general, high achievers were' more .concerned with the "task

and thether. they would enjoy ors learn something from it) whereas low achievers

were more concerned with getting support from the teacher and with obtaining

rewards or avoiding punishments for their performances.
4'
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Grade-level-differences were more 'frequent and sizeable than sex or

achievement-level differences. In the 'paired comparison data; second and

29.

fourth graders were more likely.th#n Sixth graders to- prefer Statements. and

6 (promising that good performancelwould be rewarded by hanging papers .

bulletin board or letting the students play games), but sixth graders were

. more likely to prefer Statement (telling the students that the skills would,

.

he needed. for math next year). 'YoungerYounger students were more concerned with the
I.

consequences-of.performapce, ald older students more concerned with the task
.

i

itself.' The second graders'Arittionales for their preferences were generlilly
.

. I

. /
.

.

the. most global and expressediln affect* terms (liking enjoyable problems or

playing games). The second traders were not especially concerned with the

relevance of. the content orlite practical utility in the future.. Their re-

sponses generally had itive, upbeat tone, with emphasis on enjoying Ace-

Aeolic activities, taking/pride in doing good work,,and looking forward to be-.
Ji

ing rewarded for succe0 (but without much mention of the specific content of

the work).
/

The fourth graliers showed more concern than the second graders about the

relevance and pratical utility of the work,'hutthey expressed' similar enthu-
..

f .

slasm about enjOyment of games and about being rewarded for good work. fur -

0

thermore, thelediffered from 'troth the seconegraders and the sixth graders in

being especially concerned about getting easy work. Even more than getting
,

rewarded f r aucCess; the fourth 'graders were concerned abOut avoiding failure

and its n ative consequences.

7the-ifiXth-iiideq were the most likely to mention. concern about' the

.importance of the le4ping and its future application, although they were more

concerned abgutlkture application in school than in life outside orschool

(possibly because their teachers often mentioned the need to get them read?



, for junior high echool).. The sixth graders were also 'the most likely to ex-

press appreciation for warnings about the .importa ce of.learning particular

material (because it will be needed next year or ill appear on a test). They

were the least likely to mention rewards or the-opportunity to play games. In

gener.41, second graders were most likely to mention enjoying the work and an-
,

ticipating being rewarded for:Completing it successfully, fourth graders were

most likely to mention fear 'of failure and concern about getting easy w rk,

1
.1,

and sixth graders were most likely to mention needing information about what

was Important"to Nam so that they, could adjust their study strategies.

Grade level differences in the students'. free responses to our final

question paralleled.,the trends seen in their paired comparison choices, except

that the sixth_ graders mentioned that teachers could present the task as en-..

joyable or offer rewards for success in addition to pointing out the impor-

tance of learning the material.

Taken together, the data from /the Kher (1984) study provide ,mixed mes-

sage's concerning the potential or teacher socialization as a mechanism for

developing student motivation to learn in classrooms. Positive indicators in-
a

elude the fact that students appear to accept what their teachers tell them

about tasks at.face value and to consider such statements as, well intended and

likely to be helpful. Thus there is no reason to fear that students will dis..

count or question the mdtives behind teacher socialization Attempts. However,'

the' data alsO indicate that ostudents are preoccupied with enjoying themselves

(particularly the younger students) or with what Becker, Geer, and. Hughes.:

(1968) call the exchange of performance for grades (especially the. older

students), and not with motivation to learn. Interest in learning the content

and pride fn mattering skills are mentioned only secondarily if at al. This

is not .surprising in view of the failure of the teacher! studied by Brophy at

a
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al, (1983) to mention. these potential outcomes of student task, engagement, and

,it suggests that intensive. and systematic intervention may be necessary to in-
,

duce meaningful change.

The Kher '(1984) findings also may explain why most of the "positive"

.task introductions observed in' the Brophy et al. .(1983) study appeared to be

ineffectual or counterproductive. Fox, example, In the earlier study, teachers

frequently communicated positive expectations that the task would be easy or

enjoyable. However, the, students interviewed in the Khir study rarely men-

tioned enjoying academic tasks, and whed they did, it was probably, because

they had been cued by one of our stimulus statements. Similarly, except for

some of the fourth graders, informing students that a task would4be'easy did
0

not appear 'likely to boost their motivation. In general, the students reported

more enthusiasm when told that a task would be important or challenging than

when told that it would be easy.

Other teacher motivation attempts commonly observed in the previous study

included teachers expressing personal enthusiasm for tasks or relating the

knowledge and skills being taught to successful coping with life outside of

school . However, the 'students interviewed in the Kher study were not enthused

by such teacher statements. Most of the "positive" task introduction state-

ments observed in the rs,r,lier study were among the types that did not yield
.

strong positive reactions from the, students interviewed in the Kher study,

and most of the statements that received positive response from_the etudents

in the. Kher study (offering rewards for good performance or communicating the

importance of the task for.future.school success) were rarely used by the

teachers in the earlier study,. It appears there
/

is.a poor match. between the

incentives stressed by teachers when attempting 'to motivate-their students and

the incentives preferred by the students.



32.

The Kher (1.984) data also confirm our suspicions that some of our

. ''classifications of task introduction statements as potative,kneutral, or nega-
,*

tire'wod14 have to be revised, afthoughAn manr/Casen the Kher data deepen '

rather than resolve the mysteries raised by the earlier, data. For example,

-ac\countability statements (reminding students that material in going to)pe ,

\graded or tested) were classified as negative and did have a negare corre-

lation with student engagement in the earlier study, but he students inter-.
I

viewed in the Kher study responded generally positively to such accountability

statements. RPther than perceive them as threats, the students ..perceived them

as welk:intended and helpful hints About how to organize their study time.

The differences in student response may be linked to differences in the actual

wording. The accountability statement used in the Kher study ("Problems like

these wily]. be on your next test, so work carefully.") was neutrally worded and

could easily be appreciated as afriendly tip from the teacher. However,*

inspection of the wording of statements coded in 'the accountability category

in the previOus study suggests that many of these were in fact threats rather

than friendly reminders.

Th ime.reminder category produced mixed results in the previous study

(one positive correlation and two negative correlations with student engage-

oent). However, the students interviewed in the,Kher,study responded very

negatively to the ti:me reminder item (Statement le in Table 4). When e9lain-.

ing these negative reactions, the students ,usually said that they hated to

rushed and resented being put in a position where they might have to.turn.in

an incomplete paper or a paper that represented something less than their best

work. Inspection of the. date front the earlier study cleared up the, mystery

here. The two ers'in hot classes we observsd.negative correlations'be-

tween time reminders and student engagement both gave time reminders similar

t
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.to'the-one used in the Kher study.: namely, time reminders geared toAhe.

immediate present, suggesting thailihe students.were running out of time to

finish thd assignment they were working ow at the' moment. In contrast, the

teacher in whoseiclassroom we observed a °positive correlation between time

reminders and student engagement used d d1fferent kind of time reminder. His

time reminders were geared,to the week or unit rather than the immediate

present and-provided.helpful.Information that the students could use in plan-
.

ning their study time: He would, for example, remind the students on Tuesday

that a series of workbook assignments was due on Friday.

The data on challenge /goal setting statements by teachers continue to be

confusing. We originally classified such statements.aa'neutrali: However,

this category produced three negative correlations and no'yositive-correla-

tions with student engagement in' the earlier study, suggesting that such chal--

lenge or goal-setting Statements should be classified as likely to'have nega-

tive effects on student motivation. Yet, comments on challenge statements by

students in the Kher study implied that such statements are perceived posies

ttvely. The plirea comparisbn data revealed that the students preferred

Statement 12 s see how .many of you can get them all correct.) not only in

comparisonimith o

with several presum bly positive statements. Furthermore, many students men-

tioned a teacher,ch llenge ill their free responses to the question about

presumably neutral statements, but.also'in comparison

things that teachers could do to motivate them to work hard, and very few

. negative comments were made about such challenge statements. The negative.

correlations seen in the earlier study remain. unexplained.,

Inspection of the challenge statements made by the, teachers in Whose

classrooms we observed these negative correlations suggests. that these teach.

ere tended to throw out such .challenges in demanding and. somewhat negative
4 A
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vaYtt 4e.g., "You shoutd be able to do these problems correlvby now, unless
*

0,

.yoDU work ~carelessly. "). These and *other informal obeervatione'frem the pre--

l N .

vious study suggest that the tone and manner with which teachers make task

'presentation statements may be at least as important as the,.content of those.

statements-in deteimining'siudents' motivational responses.
, 0

, -
_ _ r

Finally, thi Kher study introduces some anomalies of its own. In, 06,rtic-

ular,4 it is not.clear.why students-respond.positlyely to. information suggest-
4 . .

ing that.the task teaches skills that are important for futOO school suc-
. 4 .

cees, And yet-do lot iespond very positively toetatementandicating that the,

- .

task teaches skills that are important for success in life outside. o'fachool.
0

0
Most adults would probably expect students to respond at least s..positively

to the latter statements as to the foirmer, The youngest ,students intepiewed

in the Kher study were the least responsive to statements shout the value of

ikills for coping with life outside of.schOol.,. Perhapa the applicationi that

we mentioned (grocer shopping, banking) were too removed.from.their present

life concerns to be very meanftgful to them. Whatever the reasons, we were

surprised to finCtiiiaA..statelnents linking school,:taskt to life outside. of

, school did not proaucmore positive student response. Looked at from another '.

polih of view, thesn:findings are yet another indtcation of the degree to

which studen.ti tend to 'be preoccupied with success and failure issues and with

I r.

the exchange of

they are'learning;

ance tor grades, to the point that concern about what

,In) respondin: g' the Kher data, it is important to' bear.i 'mind that they

early secondary.'

044 bafled' On' self repirt rather than observed behavior.. 'Ai toted above, we

*r ..:.
halie.,7rifson.to Auestion the validity of many of the responses to the paired.... ,,,.. .

.

:.:...
,...7. ;,;-:

. _ -
':,.,

CoOrkprieon:ktemi F'urtheimore, even the data .based on responses; to the twio-
,.

.

w.

041,114000A4eitiOix4 shOtubo considered' tentative pending verification

;: 4,
. , 4..

0; II.
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Nactual classroom settings. The students' responses to our interview, questions

may not accuratily,dascribi their responses to teachers' actual introductions

'of classrodCtasks.
114

Socializinvptudent Motivation to Learn

.1

Our data and those of others (Doyle 1983; liarter, 1981; Lepper, 1983)

*11 suggest that there is little evidence of student motivation to learn in

the typical classroom. Apparently, students start school with enthusiasm but

gradually settle into a-/dull routine in.whicleinterest centers on being able

to meet' demands. The students become attuned to and appreciative of.informa-

tion that clarifies and helps them to meet these demands successfully, Irt

they' do not appear to develop enthusiasm. for tlioknoWledge or skills being'

taught or for their aPplicatioda outside school.

to theory, teachers should be able to develop motivation to learn in

.their students byllocializing the students' beliefs, attitudes, and expecta-

tions concernineacademic activities, as well as the information-,processing
O

. .

and problem.solvineftrategies the students use when engaged in those activi-

ties. However, it appears that very little such socialization' occurs, and.

what does occur seems toQ half-h rted or otherwise lacking in credibility

41If(from an adult perspective, at east) to,bavery effective.

Recall that none of the six teachers 'studied by Brophy et .al. (1983) ever
.

made reference to the fact that students, could derive personal satisfaction

from dev6loping their knowledge or skilrs and that, in generz4, positive task
i 4

introductions were infrequent except for the statement that the work would be

easy. The followiat examples that we observed came the closest to approaching

the kinds of teacher socialization that we would like to see more of in the

typical classroom.

6 6
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--These are not elementiry,'high school, or :college level words; these'
are 1,iving level mordd. You'll use them. everydarin.life. . If you
plan to be a writer or enjOy'reading; you will need these words.

-...Remember; The'essentialjhing is to d \them cor rectly, not to be
' the first to finish:

--I think you will like this book. Someone picked it out for me,, and
"pod._

--This is a really strange story. It's written in the first person,
so that ,the person talking is the, one Who wrote the story about his
experience. 'It has some pretty interesting words f4 it. They are
on the board.

. .

-The stories in this book are more interesting than the ones in the
f earlier level books. They are more challenging because the stories

and vocabulary are more difficult. Reading improve* with practice,
just like basketball.. if you never shoot baskets eaccept when you
are in the game, you are not going'to be very good. Sole with
reading. You can't do without it,

-rAnswer the comprehension questions with complete *sentences. All.
these stories are very interesting. Y410'11 enjoy them.

.
. )

- -You goirls shoulA like this story because kt is a feminist story.
You boys will enjoy yours too. Your story' is especially
interesting. I want you to be sure to read it. it's a mystery, and'

\//you'll enjoy its.
.

0

, 6

Percent is very important.- hanks use it for Itlerest loans, and so
on. So it is important thatyou pay attention,

4114--You're going to need to know fractions fop math next, year. You will
or.

need fractions in the world to come.

,

At. least three. things should be.noted aboutthese examples. First, these
.4114

,...i.

are theAiest-;xamples we gpuld find in data representing about 100 hours of

tclasstecim observation. S onA, notice how minimal and essentially barren most

of, these remarks are. They do not go into enough .detail to be'very meaningful
r.eN

.0r memorable for moot students, and
,

many of them have, 'a perfActory; go-.

-

through - the - motions- without -much enthusilsm-or-conviction quality to them.

Third, whatever positive effectitihese remarks may have had was probably .un-

dergut by the facts that (I) most of the teachers' remarks fo the students

.concerned procedural demands'and evaluations of ark quality or progress

43
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0

rather than description of the ,task itself or what the students might get out .

of it and (2) many of the rest included remarks such as the following.

- -Today's lesson is nothing'new if wive been here.-

,

you get done by 10 o'clock, you. can go outside.

---Your scorea-will --tell.-me-whe-ther-we"-na-ett-to-stay-with multiplication

for another week, If you are talking, I will deduct 10 points from
b your scores..

- -This penmanship assignment means that sometimes in life you just
can't do what you want to'do. The next time you have to do
something you don't want to do, just thinktuWell, that's just part
of

.

--Get your nose in the book, otherwise I'll give you.a writing
assignment.

don't expect me to give you baby work every day, do you?

- -You've been working teal hard today, so let's stop early.

-You'll have to work real,quietly, otherwise you'll have to do more
assignments.

- -My talkers are going to get a third page to do during lunch.

--We don't have a huge amount to do, 'but it will be time consuming.

--This test is to see who the really smart ones ve.

4
If the teachers we have been studying are typical, and we have reason t

believe that as a group. they are, if anything, better than average, then it

appeart that there wiAl-rOntinue to be little evidence of studentimotivation

to learn in the typical classroom until teachers are trained to socialize such

motivation in their students. Furthermore, it appears Oft nothing short of a

high-powered, systematic teaCher.training effort is.likely. to succeed.; The

. next step in our program of research is' to deve1op such an effort, Undoubt
, k

it will have to include elements designed to change teachers' a tulles,

holies, and expectations in addition to elements designed to train them to
4

perform specific-practices. Many .teachers presently'believe that it is not

realistic to Axpectltudents to develop motivation to learn. in claesrooms, and
41,
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moat of the rest appear to act as if they hold this belief even if they bawl

never consciously articulated it, Part of our,effort, therefore, will be to

persuade teachers to believe that the development of student motivation to

learn through socialization is a realistic goal, or at least to suspend dis-

belief and commi t themselves-tothis -goal: for the duration
....

Assuming such. commitment, it. will then be necessary to work with the.teach-

elfs to create conditions favorable to the development of student motivatioh

to learn and to train them in techniques designed to foster such motivation.

Some of our effort will he directed toward setting the stage by eliminating

_undesirable elements and creating desirable conditions: insuring an adequate

match between the demand's of academic activities and the abilities*of Ttu-
.

dents, encouraging students to ask questions and learn from their mistakes;

minimizing the salience of the teacher's authority - figure role and of testing

and grading, and using pride* and rewards (if at all) according to the guide-

lines summarized in Table 2.

Working within these' established conditions, teachers would then be trained

to socialize motivation to learn directly through such techniques as the

following:

--Modeling attitudes, beliA6s, and expectations regarding acadgmic
activities' that illustrate motivation to learn,

--Modeling, with overt verbalization of associated self talk, the
. processes involved in edgagement in acadqmic activities.

--Direct instruction in relevant information- processing, prbblAm-
- solving, metacognitive-awareness, and self-monitoring skill's.

-- Establishing optiMal learning sets for academic activities through
ttak introductions 'that4stresstheir purposes And intended 'outcomes'.

-- Focusing Attention on these knowledge and skill -outcomes through the
kinds of questions asketand the kinds of feedback given o the
Students.

This brief list is being expanded and elaborated during pilot activities

.
underway at present.. our plan is to develop a training dogram that is

.45
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systematic, and powerful enough to-make important changes in teaches behaviors
.. _

believed to affect student motivation to learn; and yet assimilable within

traditional' approaches to classroom teaching... if our training program is suc-

cessful, we will be in a position to find out,whether student motivation to
.--

_ ...__....
.._..._________.

1 .

learn can he stimulate through teacher'socialization and can coe,xist with the

grading system, the pre cribed'curriculum, and all of the other features of
1

I

the classroom as a work place. We hope that such teacher socialization

behavior can succeed, not only, in stimulating student motivation to learn par

ticular content, but ultimately Am developing' motivation' td learn as a per-
.

sonal trait or predisposition that students would begin to generate spontane-
.

ously as they engage in all kinds of activities, in or out of the classroom,

voluntary or involuntary.

There will be realistic limits on how far such effects can carry, of
o

course. For one thing, eve' those who are most generally motivated to learn

cannot learn .verything, '59 that individuals' preferences for certain topics 41

or tasks over 4thers can be expected to develop, and these will deepen over

time. So.will their actual and perceived differenCes in aptitudes for various

tasks. Also, many of the tasks that students are asAtd to do seem pointless! I

or unnecessarily boring, so that to theie cases, finding better' tasks is a

more sensible respOse,to low motivation than attempting to stimulate intepet

Lee'in such ,tasks.. Neverthe s, it remains true-I-that .even otherwise optimal

schooling will remain primarily* work settpg in,.which students are required

to engage in externally imposed tasks. They can either fight this. sitiption,

all the way, making things miserable for "themselves and, their teachers', or

else make the best of it by trying to enjoy, it and get as much out of it as

they .can. The research program described here istdesigned toldentify.strate..

gifts that teachers can use to encourage students to follow the latter course.

4.6
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